Abstract. In this paper we present some properties of decomposable sets, which are analogous to known properties of convex sets. In particular, an analogy of the classical theorem of Kakutani is given.
Introduction
Let (X, || • ||) be a Banach space, (Q, E, fi) be a measure space and L\ = Li(0, E,/x) be Banach space of equivalence classes [/] (with respect to the relation of equality -a.e. in il) of E-measurable function / : ii -> X with the norm ||/||l = \Q II/Ma 1 < +00. A set K C L\ is called decomposable if for any [u] , [t>] € K and each A € E, [x A u + £ K, where x A denotes the characteristic function of A. Cz. Olech in [1] has showed, that certain properties of convex sets can be carryed on decomposable sets. Described in [1] properties are analogues of Krein-Milman and Caratheodory theorems (for X = M n , i) = [a, 6], /¿-the Lebesgue measure). The purpose of this note is to examine some other similarities between properties of convex and decomposable sets.
Properties of decomposable sets
The main result of this note is the following analogy of the classical Kakutani theorem. 
In the proof of the Theorem 1 we use the following lemma. 
(t) ? g(t)}. lf}eA [s]es
We will show that the family Afg = {Aj g : f G A,g G B} is such that MIXI A fi,9i) > 0 for each n G N and each {A^L JGI ,..., Let us take fx, fi G A, gx,g2 G B and put
Then we have that AF >G = A/ 1)GI NAY 2I52 , and hence ¿I(A/ L!FFL FL A/ 2IS2 ) >0.
Repeating this process for AF <G and the next sets AF UGI , we obtain /^(FIR=I A-FI,9I) > Lemma 1 there exists a maximal family AO G C such that Afi9 C AO -Consider a set K C Lx such that
We will show that K satisfies assumptions of Theorem 1.
decomposable set let us take [U], [T>] G K, D G E. Then there exists AI, A2 £ AO,/I,/2 € I such that u(t) = fx(t) for t G AI and v(t) = f2(t) for t G A2. The functions
XDu + Xn\u v AND XDHA/I + XN\(DNA)/2 coinside on the set A = A X n A 2 . Let us take a function h such that [h] G K. Now let us fix a set Ao G Ao and a function / G A such that f(t) = h(t) for t G A0. Existence of such A0 and / is guaranted by the condition (1).
Since the second function belongs to
Let us denote Bi = {t G ft : 71 (t) ± f(t)} and B2 = {i £ fi :
By the maximality of Ao, property (W 3.) and condition (2) The same result has been obtained independently by W. Kubis [2] as a consequence of a theorem characterizing spaces having the Kakutani separation property. However, the method presented here is direct and completely differen than the one used in [2] ,
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 we obtain the following corollaries. Notice that not all properties of convex sets have their substitutes for decomposable sets. For example an analogy of Helly theorem does not hold for decomposable sets. Namely, for every n G N we can create a family of closed and decomposable sets Ai,..., An, such that nr=i A ki ± 0 for each {ki}f=1 C {1,... ,n + 1} and Di^i 1 ^k = instance to construct such a family let us take xo,...,xn G X such that Xk ^ xi for k I and for k -1,..., n let us define functions : fl -> X by the formula gk(t) = Xfc. Now for k = 1,..., n let A^ be the smallest decomposable set containing a fixed combination of n - 1 Similarly one can prove that the Radstrom cancellation law does not hold for Minkowski's sums of decomposable closed and bounded sets.
